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WU Ming-yiu 
Abstract 
This portfolio comprises three works, namely, Quartet, bagatelle - Kyrie eleison and 
Deploration. Completed in February 2001, the three-movement Quartet is written for 
clarinet, violin, violoncello and piano, with all the three movements based on materials 
drawn from the opening of the first movement. As the music proceeds, these materials 
are often fragmented into smaller pieces; they also merge and form longer melodies. 
Special importance is given to certain intervals, which are explored throughout, bagatelle -
Kjrie eleison, a short piece for viola and piano, sketches an imagery associated with the 
prayer Kjrie eleison: the persona, effete and worn-out, aimlessly saying a prayer. He 
repeated it over and over, murmuring with a low, waning voice. His blank mind could 
not afford even the slightest twitch of thought. He could think of nothing: simply 
nothing, not even hope. The prayer permeated his consciousness. He went on 
murmuring, on and on, until the Hps no longer had the power to utter a word. 
Completed in November 2001，D^loration is a lament written for a standard triple wind 
orchestra. The music grows from the music materials in the beginning, gradually 
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W U M i n g - y i u , D e n n i s 
Quartet 
for Clarinet, Violin, Violoncello and Piano 
Premiere: Lee Hysan Concert Hall, Chinese University of Hong Kong. 
March 7, 2001. 
1 
Programme 
Completed in February 2001, the three-movement Quartet is written for clarinet, violin, 
violoncello and piano, with all the three movements based on materials drawn from the 
opening of the first movement. As the music proceeds, these materials are often 
fragmented into smaller pieces; they also merge and form longer melodies. Special 
importance is given to certain intervals, which are explored throughout. 
The premiere took place in an exchange concert organized by Chinese University of 
Hong Kong and Tokyo National University of Fine Arts. 
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I WU Ming-yiu, Dennis Bagatelle 
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for Viola and Piano 




Kyrie eleison Lord, have mercy on us 
Christe eleison Christ, have mercy on us 
Kyrie eleison Lord, have mercy on us 
Bagatelle - Kyrie eleison, a short piece for viola and piano, sketches an imagery associated with 
the prayer Kjne eleison: the persona, effete and worn-out, aimlessly saying a prayer. He repeated 
it over and over, murmuring with a low, waning voice. His blank mind could not afford even 
the slightest twitch of thought. He could think of nothing: simply nothing, not even hope. The 
prayer permeated his consciousness. He went on murmuring, on and on, until the Hps no 
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The Deploration is not written for anybody I know. Though, it has been a time of sortow when 
the piece is conceived. 
The piece can be divided into three main sections, with a short coda in the end. These sections 
can mainly be distinguished by texture. The music grows from the music materials in the 
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Pice, (h r 卜 E f I I I •U 一=:±=±== 
ft _ l^, > - = • - ^ ^ 
2F1. (k ‘ ^ I I I 二 = ' t 二 二 
p . ^ttccccccci^ 
2Ob. ^ “ = " I — ^ iiniLL^ 
c.A. ^ - — 三 
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2Bsn c) : - — IjfJ 7 ^ ― 
I J 
4Hn I — 
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2 Tbn. ||i> “ = = - 三 
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、 
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s d ( > 丨〜“ ‘ ‘ “ ‘ 
、 P 
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A 1 . —I I L _ 口 
2 F丨.U U j ^ 』 
3 
20b. ^ Q j l = — ^ ^ = 
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‘ p - — — / 
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^ P / 
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4 H n 
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a2 3 一 ^ f-
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